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Abstract ii 

Abstract 

Till now operations management mainly dealt with finding appropriate models to 

facilitate decision making processes, but these theoretical concepts did not always 

help to deal with actual processes in practice. Thus the understanding of human 

behaviour becomes more and more important. Furthermore the behavioural aspect 

of the decision making process plays a big role, as everyone of us would face re-

source allocation situations or portfolio decisions and people always do not make 

optimal decisions as mathematical models would do, but rather a completely an-

other way often based on heuristics. Therefore it is interesting to investigate how 

people tackle such decision making situations intuitively and which cognitive 

strategies they follow thereby. 

This work aims to give a detailed overview about the relating literatures at first. 

Then decision making processes in portfolio decision situations are experimen-

tally investigated regarding to behavioural aspects, in this case concerning knap-

sack problems, with the application of the methodology verbal protocol analysis. 

Concrete heuristics which subjects were following during the decision process 

could be identified and classified under the terms of certain criterions for further 

analysis. Hereby verbal protocol analysis helped to collect good and applicable 

data for determining specific behaviour of people in portfolio decision processes.   
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Introduction 1 

1 Introduction 

Kester et al. (2009) emphasized the importance of operations management and its 

challenges for companies. They claimed that operations management has severe 

consequences for a firm ś long-term competition position and as a relevant sub-

field the portfolio management is not seen as a singular process but as a span of 

interrelated decision-making processes that aim to refine and implement the firm´s 

strategic goals by effectively allocating the available resources (Kester et al., 

2009). As operations management mainly dealt with finding appropriate models 

to facilitate decision making processes, for instance portfolio choice and resource 

allocation problems, and these theoretical concepts did not always help to deal 

with actual processes in practice, the understanding of human behaviour becomes 

more and more important. Thus researchers began to focus on people issues, as it 

is significant for the success of the application of operations management tools 

and techniques. Furthermore the behavioural aspect of the decision making proc-

ess plays a big role, as everyone of us would face resource allocation situations 

and people always do not make optimal decisions as mathematical models would 

do, but rather a completely another way often based on heuristics. Therefore it is 

interesting to investigate how people tackle such resource allocation problems 

intuitively and which cognitive strategies they follow thereby. Thus the purpose of 

this work is to investigate such behavioural aspects in decision processes experi-

mentally and how well people perform with their selected heuristics. 

Bendoly et al. (2006) gave a detailed review about the investigated topics dealing 

with experimental and behavioural research. The few existing studies in this field 

are e.g. the newsvendor problem analyzed in the paper of Gavirneni and Isen 

(2010) or the meal allocation problem investigated by Ball et al. (1998). These are 

both popular areas in the operations management research. To get a more detailed 

overview on the literature dealing with portfolio decision analysis and resource 

allocation problems, an extensive literature review is done in this work, forming 

the first major part.    

Another main part of this thesis is the experimental investigation of a resource 

allocation problem or rather a portfolio decision problem, the so-called knapsack 

problem. Since there is rarely literature about knapsack optimization problems, 

the chair Operations & Supply Chain Management of TU Munich started research 
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on this topic in the last years, so that the present work could continue the studies 

already done by Masia (2012), Tisch (2013) as well as Li and Richter (2013). 

Tisch (2013) has developed knapsack problem instances, each with 10 items, and 

conducted the experiments with the tool z-Tree, where the participants could 

make their decisions with this computer software independently and anony-

mously. Li and Richter (2013) continued his work and added the verbal protocol 

analysis method to the experiment setting for better following the decision and 

thinking processes. A further step is made here, i.e. the experiment setting of Li 

and Richter (2013) is modified a little bit. The knapsack instances have 15 items 

and are highly correlated this time. Many of the metrics applied by Tisch (2013) 

are adopted or refined to adapt them to the used methodology in this study. In 

individual sessions or interviews the subjects have to make portfolio decision re-

garding knapsack problems, while they are required to verbalize their thoughts 

during the decision-making process. The results of Tisch (2013) as well as Li and 

Richter (2013) can be confirmed for some part and their findings are discussed 

and extended. The methodology enables to analyse the portfolio planning behav-

iour of the subjects, as the line of reasoning for their decision-making can be al-

ways reconstructed with it. Additionally clear trails of the decision processes re-

garding to the giving knapsack problems are revealed and consistent results for 

the analysis could be obtained. The strengths and weaknesses of the methodology 

are also identified, as verbal protocol analysis is a relatively new method for op-

erations management. 
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2 Literature Review 

Operations management includes a wide range of research fields such as product 

development, process design and improvement, inventory management, portfolio 

decision analysis and supply chain management. There is always a gap between 

the concepts of operations management and the actual processes in practice, as the 

theories often ignore important characteristics of real systems and therefore are 

perceived to be difficult to apply in practice (Bendoly et al., 2006). Since the 

1950s researchers began to focus on people issues, because the understanding of 

human behaviour is significant for the success of the application of operations 

management tools and techniques, so that more and more studies were published 

on the topic behavioural operations management. Thus this work investigates the 

decision behaviour within knapsack optimization as a special portfolio selection 

and resource-allocation problem which was always defined as choosing between 

options that differ in costs and payoffs in the literature.  

Fasolo et al. (2011) wrote a report about behavioural operations management is-

sues especially regarding portfolio and resource allocation decisions and they 

pointed out the relevance of these issues to the portfolio decision analysis in their 

review. A formal framework for portfolio decision analysis was built to help in-

terpreting resource allocation and portfolio decisions. The authors mainly focused 

on intuitive heuristics and biases which are closely connected with such decision 

processes. They claimed cognitive or motivational failure and justifiability being 

the reasons for the violation of normative models that explain resource allocation 

situations (Fasolo et al., 2011). The study is important to understand how people 

naturally and intuitively concern the every-day-situation of allocating resources. 

This is a crucial aspect as the human decision behaviour studied in this work is 

also of intuitive nature. There are two different types of biases which result from 

the institutional, legal or political environment: individual biases (cognitive and 

motivational factors) and organizational biases, as the first ones were outlined 

from laboratory work and the organizational ones from real experiences of the 

authors (Fasolo et al., 2011). Suboptimisation, partition dependence, various 

forms of status quo bias and scope insensitivity belonged to the individual biases 

and justifiability (5 arguments: equalisation, anchoring, minimum requirement, 

demonstrable benefits and appeal to champions) formed part of the organizational 

biases (Fasolo et al., 2011). 
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Loch and Wu (2007) intensely investigated issues of behavioural operations man-

agement in their book and reviewed many relevant literatures regarding to this. 

They outlined important aspects of behavioural operations management and tried 

to define this concept including all of these aspects which looked as follows (Loch 

and Wu, 2007, p. 15): 

OM  is  concerned  with  the  study  of  the  design  and  management  of trans-

formation   processes   in   manufacturing   and   service   organizations, building  

mathematical  theory  of  the  phenomena  of  interest  and  testing  the theory  

with  field  data  (derived  from  surveys,  databases,  experiments, comparative  

case  studies,  ethnographic  observations,  etc.).    Behavioural Operations Man-

agement is a multi-disciplinary branch of OM that explicitly considers the effects 

of human behaviour in process performance, influenced by cognitive biases, so-

cial preferences, and cultural norms.   

The authors then focused on individual decision making heuristics and its biases, 

as this part of behavioural operations management helped to understand employee 

performance during operational processes. As Kahneman (2003) set intuitive 

judgments between automatic perceptions and deliberate reasoning and catego-

rized intuition and reasoning as two thinking systems (Figure 1), these judgments 

of decision makers were related to diverse heuristics which could sometimes re-

sult in systematic biases (Loch and Wu, 2007). The importance of such heuristics 

is why they are a focal point in this work. 

   Figure 1: The intuitive and reasoning system (Kahneman, 2003) 
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Bendoly et al. (2006) described the importance and benefits of experimental in-

vestigations in the context of behavioural operations management and reviewed 

diverse literature from 6 different journals between 1985 and 2005 to develop a 

framework for identifying the types of behavioural assumptions made in analyti-

cal operation management models. The investigated issues could be assigned to 

the areas inventory management, production management, product development, 

quality management, procurement and strategic sourcing, and supply chain man-

agement.  The assumptions were grouped into “intentions”, “actions” and “reac-

tions”, whereas most literature belonged to the “actions” assumption (Bendoly et 

al., 2006). The authors also mentioned a possible categorization of the behavioural 

research literature following the types of experiments: industrial, laboratory and 

situational experiments and in conclusion they identified future research opportu-

nities (Bendoly et al., 2006). 

Hämäläinen et al. (2013) also highlighted the importance of behavioural opera-

tional research and investigated particularly behavioural aspects related to the use 

of operational research methods in modeling, problem solving and decision sup-

porting, as the insights could improve the problem solving process and help to 

make better decisions. They conducted four experiments with 11 different ques-

tionnaires about a department store task at the university to find out how people 

understand and make decisions regarding dynamic systems. The results showed 

that the communication phase of operational research processes was highly sensi-

tive to various behavioural effects such as priming and framing effects 

(Hämäläinen et al., 2013). The findings were important to improve operational 

research practices.  

Resource allocation is a much discussed topic that has been analyzed from many 

different perspectives. Operations management researchers represent one of these 

perspectives and in the last years more and more of them developed concrete theo-

ries as well as linear and nonlinear techniques to handle resource allocation prob-

lems especially within portfolio selection decisions. Thus behavioural issues in 

portfolio choice and resource allocation problems are tightly affiliated with each 

other and the investigation of them is relevant for the final portfolio decision 

analysis (Fasolo et al., 2011). A proper understanding of human behaviour and 

biases regarding to this would help to improve the portfolio selection process and 

thereby maximize the outcome. The present thesis intends to make an extensive 

literature review by roughly grouping relating works into general resource alloca-
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tion problems of real objects and abstract financial portfolio selection cases. There 

is a general characterization about decision analysis subsequently. This would 

build a useful theoretical framework for the experimental investigation of human 

decision processes in portfolio decision analysis in this work.  

 

2.1 Financial Portfolio Optimization 

As portfolio management played an important role for yielding profits as well as 

for a firm ś long-term competition position on the markets, portfolio decisions 

should be made carefully and placed in the context of the whole portfolio and the 

achievement of strategic goals of the management. Strategic alignment, value 

maximization and balance are the three wide-ranging goals found by Cooper et al. 

(2001).  

To assess probabilities and to predict values which always occurred in asset man-

agement people always made intuitive decisions based on different heuristics 

which could result in systematic biases. This phenomenon also concerned portfo-

lio decisions and Tversky and Kahneman (1974) experimentally investigated the 

possible heuristics and biases in such decision-making processes within a mathe-

matical model under uncertainty. They conducted diverse experiments with stu-

dents and identified three types of heuristics: representativeness, availability and 

anchoring and adjustment. The representativeness heuristic was applied when 

decisions were based on the similarity between objects and could lead to biases 

such as the gambler’s fallacy, the conjunction fallacy, and misperceptions of ran-

domness; the availability heuristic (information ś availability, retrievability and 

vividness) prompted people to look at the frequency or the probability of an event 

which would lead to overestimation of the probability of catastrophic events; the 

last identified heuristic anchoring and adjustment which was mainly applied in 

numerical predictions meant that people always tended to make decision adjust-

ments from a relevant anchor value, so that these estimates could be easily manip-

ulated (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974). A better understanding of these heuristics 

and biases would lead to better decisions under uncertainty.  

Although expected utility theory was always applied to the analysis of portfolio 

decision making under uncertainty and risk, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) found 

examples of choice problems in which, as they said, preferences systematically 
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violated the axioms of expected utility theory. These findings came from respons-

es of students and university faculty to hypothetical choice problems, e.g. the pur-

chase of different insurance programs. The investigation results helped the authors 

to develop the alternative prospect theory which set value for gains and losses 

instead for final assets and decision weights for every alternative choice or rather 

uncertain outcome (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). They also claimed that the 

value function was (1) defined on deviations from the reference point; (2) general-

ly concave for gains and commonly convex for losses; (3) steeper for losses than 

for gains (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979, p. 279). The new theory built a better 

framework for dealing with risky choice problems such as asset decisions.  

Rapoport (1984) dealt with financial portfolio planning problems and used a com-

puter-controlled, discrete-time, multistage betting game (MBG) to study how 

portfolio decisions are influenced by factors such as different investment condi-

tions and the amount of available capital. The portfolio selection tasks in the ex-

periments contained both risky and riskless alternatives or assets and the 28 sub-

jects had to make about 400 betting and savings decisions in each case. Thereby 

Rapoport (1984) intended to investigate (1) the effect of changes in capital on the 

proportion of capital put in savings, and (2) the effect of the investment conditions 

(favorable vs. unfavorable) on saving behaviour. He found out that (1) the propor-

tion of capital saved increases with the amount of capital on hand, and (2) the 

proportion of capital saved decreases with practice when the investment condi-

tions are favorable and increases with practice when they are unfavorable. In the 

experiment the investment conditions had a significant effect on the portfolio de-

cisions made by the subjects, just as the portfolio decisions influenced by the ex-

periment setting investigated in this work. 

In another research Kroll et al. (1988) tested the application of the specific mean-

variance model for portfolio selection. They conducted experiments with 15 

knowledgeable undergraduate students who should make choices in 40 computer-

controlled portfolio selection problems with each including two independent risky 

assets and were provided with information about these assets. The independent 

variables manipulated in the laboratory experiments were the distributions of risky 

assets, the initial investment capital and the amount of practice. It came out that 

there were a high percentage of inefficient mean-variance portfolios which did not 

decrease with practice, a big amount of requests for useless information, many 

switches between the two risky assets and sequential dependencies (Kroll et al., 
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1988). Cognitive biases and intuition could be a reason. The authors suggested 

that a more general model would provide a more adequate account of portfolio 

decision behaviour than the mean-variance model, e.g. a focus on the human heu-

ristics.  

As Lipshitz and Strauss (1997) also investigated how decision maker or managers 

of a company dealt with uncertainty of portfolio planning problems, they analyzed 

102 self-reports of naturalistic decision-making situations under uncertainty from 

students, with an inclusive method of classifying conceptualizations of uncertainty 

and coping mechanisms developed from related literature. Three types of uncer-

tainty could be identified from the analysis results: inadequate understanding, in-

complete information and undifferentiated alternatives; and five strategies of cop-

ing were applied by the subjects: reducing uncertainty, assumption-based reason-

ing, weighing pros and cons of competing alternatives, suppressing uncertainty 

and forestalling (Lipshitz and Strauss, 1997). Inadequate understanding was main-

ly solved by reduction, incomplete information by assumption-based reasoning 

and undifferentiated alternatives by weighing pros and cons. These findings final-

ly helped the authors to develop the R.A.W.F.S. hypothesis or rather heuristic 

(Reduction, Assumption-based reasoning, Weighing pros and cons, Suppression, 

and Hedging) which described how decision makers conceptualize and cope with 

uncertainty in naturalistic settings and they suggested finally that decision makers 

coped with uncertainty adaptively, matching different types of uncertainty with 

different coping strategies (Lipshitz and Strauss, 1997). The findings could be 

well applied in asset selection problems.     

When people had to make a decision where the outcomes of the choice alterna-

tives were uncertain, they always needed to represent this uncertainty to base or 

rather support his/her decision. Thus Durbach and Stewart (2011) conducted an 

experiment with 28 postgraduate students to test the effects of uncertainty format 

on single- and multi-criteria choice by deciding about a set of investment alterna-

tives (risky and riskless) such as funds and shares to maximize value, in terms of 

the quality of the final choice, the specific characteristics of the alternatives that 

are selected, and the difficulty experienced in making a decision. Thereby the un-

known performance of each alternative with three attributes on each of the three 

objectives was presented to the decision makers using one of the six uncertainty 

formats: probability distributions; expected values with or without standard devia-

tions; a set of five quantiles; a triangular approximation to the probability distribu-
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tion (minimum–median–maximum); and a set of three representative ‘‘scenarios’’ 

(Durbach and Stewart, 2011). Their results showed that the use of probability dis-

tributions always overloaded subjects with information and lead to relatively 

poorer and more difficult decisions, while subjects found formats which had an 

immediate level of summary, easier to use and more profitable, such as expected 

values, three-point approximations and quantiles (Durbach and Stewart, 2011). 

This paper made a crucial contribution to the analysis of different display formats 

for uncertain information in financial investment situations, as a skilled applica-

tion of these formats would have a big influence on the decision-making process.  

Benartzi and Thaler (2001) investigated in their work whether the 1/n heuristic 

behaviour can be found in adults choosing how to invest their retirement savings 

and could confirm this. The 1/n strategy or the so-called diversification heuristic 

means someone simply divides the contributions evenly among the n options of-

fered in his/her retirement savings plan. The authors used hypothetical question-

naires and cross-sectional data on retirement saving plans to examine how a par-

ticular set of investment options or rather funds being offered affects the asset 

allocation decisions of 180 university employees as participants. While they re-

vealed difficult issues regarding the design of retirement saving plans, they also 

find out that the proportion invested in stocks depends strongly on the proportion 

of stock funds in the plan (Benartzi and Thaler, 2001). 

In another work in the same year, Benartzi (2001) investigated the phenomenon 

that employees always invested a large portion of their discretionary funds in 

company stock, though this is a quite dubious strategy due to asset diversification. 

The author conducted questionnaires with 500 firms which could sponsor their 

retirement saving plans and the evidence could confirm this tendency. The results 

indicated that past returns on company stock had a substantial effect on subse-

quent investment decisions, even though employees were unable to predict the 

future performance of company stock (Benartzi, 2001). The allocations of em-

ployee ś discretionary funds to company stock were correlated with past returns 

but not with future returns, which showed that employees excessively extrapolat-

ed past performance. This was consistent with the representativeness assumption 

of Tversky and Kahneman (1974) as mentioned above. As a result of such opti-

mism and overconfidence, there could be substantial costs for employees as they 

constructed highly concentrated portfolios (Benartzi, 2001), so that it became 

clear that past performance should not influence present portfolio decisions.   
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It was always assumed that investors should hold fully diversified portfolios re-

gardless of their degree of risk aversion. Especially for risk-averse, utility-

maximizing investors, diversification for the risk-seeking part of the portfolio is 

optimal as diversification reduces portfolio risk from the variance of the individ-

ual securities (Barasinska et al., 2012). After many studies confirmed that many 

private investors hold underdiversified portfolios consisting of only a small subset 

of available assets, called an incomplete portfolio, Barasinska et al. (2012) exam-

ined more closely the relationship between investor risk attitude and portfolio 

composition. The authors used data on the asset holdings of German households 

collected by the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) and gathered information 

about risk attitudes of 2628 private persons in SOEP surveys by asking respon-

dents how willing they are to take financial risks. The scale ranged from 0 (not 

willing to take any risks) to 10 (fully prepared to take risks). Six different asset 

classes were divided into three risk categories “low-risk,” “moderate-risk,” and 

“high-risk” and built a measure of diversification. The other measurement for 

portfolio composition was to look at the number of distinct asset types of selected 

portfolio. Based on these categories, the authors defined seven portfolio types and 

modelled the relationship between the self-declared risk aversion of private inves-

tors and their propensity to hold incomplete portfolios (Barasinska et al., 

2012). They could confirm the assumption that households that were more risk 

averse tended to hold incomplete portfolios, consisting mainly of a few risk-free 

assets, and also found out that a household’s propensity to acquire additional as-

sets was highly dependent on whether liquidity and safety needs were met (Ba-

rasinska et al., 2012). This behaviour could be retrieved in the knapsack experi-

ments, as participants tried to maximize benefit without exceeding the budget. 

Mehlawat (2013) dealt with a similar asset problem. He used behavioural con-

struct of suitability to develop a multi-criteria decision making framework for 

portfolio selection. Suitability performance score and financial quality score of 

each asset were obtained by questionnaires based upon the investor ś ratings on 

the criteria. Thus investor preferences for investment alternatives were incorpo-

rated to support portfolio decisions. Together with asset quality on financial crite-

ria also using investor-preferences instead of historical data two hybrid optimiza-

tion models for managing trade-offs between financial and suitability criteria was 

developed. These models differed in the way the suitability goal was pursued by 

investors and were successfully tested on randomly selected assets to combine 

financial optimality and suitability by improving portfolio decisions. Different 
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preferences reflect different decision behaviour and decision heuristics which is 

also applicable in our case. 

As an interesting comparison Hsee and Weber (1999) dealt with cross-national 

differences in choice-inferred risk preferences between Americans and Chinese in 

their research. In the first study 209 students of both countries had to answer 

monetary decision problems in a questionnaire and the findings showed (a) that 

the Chinese were significantly more risk seeking than the Americans, yet (b) that 

both nationals predicted exactly the opposite - that the Americans would be more 

risk seeking. In the second study with 131 students from both countries the ques-

tionnaire consisted of three parts with problem scenarios in the areas investment, 

academic decisions and medicine. For the investment problem participants should 

make choice between savings or investment in stocks. It was found that Chinese 

were more risk seeking than Americans only in the investment domain and not in 

the other domains (Hsee and Weber, 1999). Thus the risk preference was one 

variable which had systematic cross-national variation. The authors took the cush-

ion hypothesis as the reason for this effect, as Chinese from a collectivist society 

would more likely to receive financial support from family and relatives in need 

(Hsee and Weber, 1999). It can be derived from these findings that not only risk 

preference variation exists in a cross-national context, but also among every one 

of us, so that risk preference plays a crucial role in the resource allocation and 

portfolio decision processes. 

 

2.2 Resource Allocation  

Kester et al. (2009) made an extensive review on the issues project selection, ter-

mination and deletion decisions and took this information as a basis for their ex-

ploratory experiment with 19 key informants from 11 multinational firms to in-

vestigate their portfolio management decision-making genres. As a result three 

genres with different management practices were identified: formalist-reactive, 

intuitive, and integrative (Kester et al., 2009). They could be described as follows 

(Kester et al., 2009, p. 332):  

- Formalist-reactive firms use rigid planning processes and their project selections 

based primarily on quantitative criteria and financial methods. Their approach 

toward innovation and their portfolio management practices are predominantly 
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determined by responses to competitor actions and a focus on incremental innova-

tion. 

- Intuitive firms use incremental learning processes, emphasizing qualitative crite-

ria and methods. They primarily rely on managerial experience in decision mak-

ing. Portfolio decisions are predominantly guided by the insights of the senior 

managers and less by a strategic approach. Their attitude toward innovation de-

pends on the risk profiles of the decision makers. 

- Integrative firms use a combination of quantitative and qualitative criteria and 

multiple methods that combine rigid planning with the flexibility of learning. 

Their actions in portfolio decision-making are driven by a strategic vision and by 

a desire to obtain market leadership.   

The authors claimed that integrative firms would have the best chances to be suc-

cessful in the long run, as they combined their strategic goals with resource allo-

cation processes, while still considering quantitative data.  

As reasons and arguments also played an important role in the decision making, 

Shafir et al. (1993) took a closer look at this issue by reviewing and interpreting 

related decision studies and experiments manipulating the role of reasons in re-

source allocation settings, with most of the analyzed exploratory experiments car-

ried out by the same authors in prior research. Because reasons had a strong link 

to uncertainty, conflict, context effects, and normative decision rules, decision 

makers in a company always relied on it to justify their resource allocation deci-

sions to resolve possible conflicts. In their research the logic of reason-based 

choices were investigated and analyzed to examine the ways reasons influenced 

people ś decisions, so that it came out that an analysis of reasons was necessary to 

explain some aspects of important reflective choices. Nevertheless it could not 

completely replace value-based models (Shafir et al., 1993).     

De Cremer and Van Dijk (2005) experimentally investigated how the role of 

leader affected behaviour in resource allocation situations. The first laboratory 

study was conducted with 81 students doing a resource sharing task in groups 

with different role assignment (leader and follower). Results showed that leaders 

took more than followers and also deviated more strongly from the equal division 

rule (De Cremer and Van Dijk, 2005). In the second similar study with 67 stu-

dents leaders’ feelings of entitlement were manipulated, by legitimating a leader ś 

role or not. It could be demonstrated that legitimate leaders took more from the 
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resource and deviated more strongly from the equal division rule than non-

legitimate leaders (De Cremer and Van Dijk, 2005). Leaders tended to make 

higher allocations to the self due to their feelings of entitlement. These effects 

could be also investigated in knapsack decision problems conducted with groups. 

After Langholtz et al. (1993, 1994, and 1995) had already investigated two-

dimensional resource-allocation problems in their earlier papers, they focused on 

a three-dimensional complex but commonplace resource-allocation problem in 

this research, with allocations made on a discrete scale and optimal solutions de-

termined with Integer Programming, compared to prior studies using continuous 

scale and Linear Programming (Langholtz et al., 1997). 24 participants should 

allocate 75 $ and 15 h to efficiently obtain as many meals as possible from three 

food sources over the course of a 7-day week (Langholtz et al., 1997). The authors 

found out that the added complexity did not influence the overall performance of 

the selection behaviour and that many findings of their previous research also ap-

plied to this complex three-dimensional problem: the subjects achieved solutions 

which are 85-90% of the optimal ones, they always spent early and reduced their 

consumptions before the week was out, and they tended to schedule equally 

among the food choices (Langholtz et al., 1997). The results are partly compara-

ble with the decision strategies participants applied in knapsack experiments of 

this work. 

Ball et al. (1998) intensely investigated the used strategies of people for solving 

resource-allocation problems, while they made intuitive decisions. They continued 

with the research of Langholtz et al. (1997) and in the similar experiments 20 par-

ticipants were again required to make daily meal choices to maximize the number 

of meals they could obtain in a 7-day week when given a fixed amount of re-

sources (given money and time) and unlike last experimental settings the research 

methodology verbal protocol analysis was applied this time to allow detailed 

analysis of the thought processes and used strategies involved in making decisions 

for this meal-scheduling task (Ball et al., 1998). The authors also extended the 

task to a 3D-problem to test if increased problem complexity would cause the sub-

jects to adapt their decision strategy to cope with that. Similar findings as the ones 

from earlier research showed that participants preferred to use a CAC (Consume 

and Check) strategy that focused first on making daily meal selections with con-

stant checking of remaining resources and an average meal allocation rate of 

93,7% of the optimal amount and that the remaining subjects tried to use the SAS 
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(Solve and Schedule) strategy to determine the maximum meals possible in a 

week before scheduling meals on a daily basis with calculations performed before 

any daily selections were made and an average meal allocation rate of 95,7% of 

the optimal amount (Ball et al., 1998). The SAS strategy did a better performance 

in the 2D case, but only a limited degree of strategy adaption could be identified 

from the 2D to the 3D problem, while the authors suggested that CAC strategy 

would be more successful in a more complex task setting (Ball et al., 1998). Alto-

gether the results were consistent with existing findings from other resource-

allocation literature of them, namely that people were very good at consuming 

nearly all their allocated resources.    

 

While the last two papers dealt with resource allocation problems where the goal 

was to maximize payoff with limited resources, Gonzalez et al. (2002) extended 

previous research and built an experiment design where the goal was to achieve a 

fixed objective while minimizing the consumption of resources. 42 students were 

asked to find the optimum way to schedule flight hours for two different types of 

aircraft, each with differing personnel and fuel requirements under conditions of 

certainty, risk, and uncertainty. A computer provided the participants with the 

instructions for performing the resource-allocation problem, the resource require-

ments and costs for each aircraft, and the daily constraints. Their experiment find-

ings showed that participants could solve such resource allocation problems sur-

prisingly well, performing best under certainty and worst under uncertainty (Gon-

zalez et al., 2002). 

Armstrong and Brodie (1994) focused on methods supporting portfolio selections 

in their study. Many managers believed portfolio planning methods such as di-

verse matrix methods to be an effective technique for strategic decision making in 

companies, so that these methods are widely applied in the recent 20 years, 

though it did not find any empirical evidence to support the use. Armstrong and 

Brodie (1994) identified this problem and wanted to investigate the effect of ma-

trix methods on the decision making process. They conducted laboratory experi-

ments based on one of the matrix methods, the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) 

matrix and found out that decision makers were misled by the use of this method 

when they made an investment decision (Armstrong and Brodie, 1994). The BCG 

matrix measures market attractiveness by market growth rate and it assesses the 

firm's ability to compete by its relative market share. But the authors showed that 

its application may lead managers to make decisions that are less irrational than 
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those they make when using unaided judgment to maximize profit, with only 13% 

of the 1015 subjects who used the BCG matrix in their analysis invested in the 

obviously more profitable project (Armstrong and Brodie, 1994). Thus it was rec-

ommended for the future to make portfolio planning decisions without matrix 

methods which is also considered for the present portfolio decision task.   

Many research about resource allocation compared optimal possible performance 

with observed performance in these decision situations. Busemeyer et al. (1986) 

continued the research on the investigation of learning effects with respect to such 

resource allocation problems, i.e. how subjects learned from outcome feedback 

and thus tried to improve their decision policies. In their study 64 subjects should 

work for a company that required three tasks and they had to maximize their sala-

ry each year based on the allocated time to each of these three tasks in 50 training 

trials (Busemeyer et al., 1986). Two of the eight factors (prior knowledge and 

local objective functions) that influenced the learning process were manipulated in 

the experiment and a learning principle called hill-climbing was used for inter-

preting the results. The authors showed in the end that the learning process was 

efficient when there was no local maximum (Busemeyer et al., 1986). Thus this 

paper delivered a clue to investigate possible learning effects in the knapsack 

problem setting.   

Many research proposed that sunk costs played a big role for the decision whether 

to continue investment in an ongoing project, e.g. Garland (1990) found out that 

the willingness to continue with the investment had a linear relationship with the 

sunk costs. But sunk costs are often confounded with the degree a project is com-

pleted. Conlon and Garland (1993) intended to investigate this issue more closely 

and conducted two laboratory experiments with varied information about both 

sunk costs and project completion. Their results showed in the end that degree of 

project completion may dominate any sunk cost effects that are present in re-

source allocation decisions (Conlon and Garland, 1993). 

Sawyer (1990) dealt with effects of risk and uncertainty on judgments of the func-

tion form and on allocation decisions related to the judged function forms, as oth-

er research on decision theory with binary choices suggested that these had sepa-

rate and distinguishable effects on judgments and on the choices made based on 

those judgments. He conducted laboratory experiments where over 200 subjects 

should illustrate the form and variance of the cue-criterion relationship in two 

one-time immediate retention tasks. The tasks were manipulated with two levels 
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of risk and two levels of ambiguity. Te results showed that the tasks were judged 

as more linear than the actual tasks when learned under uncertain conditions and 

that decisions to allocate time across the two activities were biased in the direction 

of the more certain associations (Sawyer, 1990). 

To test whether people undertake costly actions to appropriate a potentially di-

visible resource, Shupp et al. (2013) conducted an experiment to compare indi-

viduals’ decisions across three resource allocation contests which are isomorphic 

under risk-neutrality, named the probabilistic single-prize contest, the probabilis-

tic multiple-prize contest, and the deterministic proportional-prize contest. The 

lotteries ran in five experimental sessions, with a total of 104 subjects. There was 

evidence that subjects tended to make lower expenditures in the probabilistic sin-

gle-prize contest than in the other two contests. While the aggregate results indi-

cated similar behavior in the proportional-prize and multi-prize contests, individu-

al level analysis showed that  the behavior in the single-prize contest is more simi-

lar to the behavior in the multi-prize contest than in the proportional-prize contest. 

Furthermore the findings suggested that loss aversion was correlated with behav-

ior in the single-prize and multi-prize contests where losses were likely to occur, 

but not in the proportional-prize contest where losses were unlikely. 

 

2.3 Decision Analysis 

For a better understanding of the general decision analysis process, several papers 

are reviewed in the following to illustrate important aspects which should be also 

considered for the portfolio decision analysis of the present study. 

Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) investigated status quo effects in the decision-

making processes. They reviewed a series of decision-making experiments de-

signed to test these effects and found out that subjects were strongly affected by 

such status quo framing, as the stronger was an individual’s preference for a se-

lected alternative, the weaker was the bias and the bias increased relatively with 

the number of choice alternatives (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988). The authors 

thought that the status quo served as a psychological anchor for the subjects, i.e. 

the stronger the individual’s previous commitment to the status quo, the stronger 

the anchoring effect. They could experimentally confirm all their considerations 

using questionnaires with different decision questions and a given set of choice 
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alternatives which were answered by altogether 486 students (Samuelson and 

Zeckhauser, 1988). The founded effects could be well applied for some economic 

phenomena like the difficulty of changing public policies and preferred types of 

marketing techniques (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988). Besides the results also 

delivered a reason for the behaviour why most of the participants always used the 

same heuristic for the knapsack task as in their previous experiments. 

A basic principle of rational choice claimed that an individual ś preferences to-

wards (and decisions about) objects should only depend on the features or attrib-

utes of those objects, and not on extraneous, irrelevant factors. Delquié (1993) 

investigated violations of this principle, the so-called preference reversals, in par-

ticular which role the response mode played in certain types of preference rever-

sals. He generalized the experiment design of Hershey and Schoemaker (1985) to 

control for framing effects and study biases on a larger scope. The results showed 

that biases did not disappear in the absence of framing, instead they revealed a 

clear and pervasive bias occurring under more controlled experimental conditions 

than previously known: direct trade-offs between two attributes X and Y were bi-

ased depending on whether X is traded off against Y, or Y traded off against X 

(Delquié, 1993). This provided strong support for scale compatibility in riskless 

and risky decision making. 

As value trade-offs adequately express a decision maker ś values, they are essen-

tial both for good decision making processes and for insightful analyses of multi-

ple-objective decisions. In his work Keeney (2002) assessed 12 common mistakes 

that individuals typically make in expressing and representing value trade-offs. 

This information was then applied for determining a useful set of value trade-offs. 

Keeney (2002) developed four steps from practical experience with applications 

requiring value trade-offs which should help people to identify the least desirable 

alternatives and avoid any logical mistakes.  

Jacobi and Hobbs (2007) developed a model for estimating and correcting attrib-

ute-weighting biases in decision processes that result from the use of value trees 

when structuring value function weight elicitation. This model was based on the 

suggestion that people always employed an anchor-and-adjust heuristic. In their 

case study 11 managers (planners or midlevel executives) from Centerior Energy 

of Ohio were introduced to multicriteria decision-making methods for quantifying 

environmental externalities and other objectives in long-run electricity generation 

and conservation planning (Jacobi and Hobbs, 2007). Then they applied the 
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knowledge in a brainstorming session and identified 15 planning alternatives 

wherefrom attribute weights were elicited. The data were then used to illustrate 

the existence and correction of the value tree-induced attribute-weighting biases 

with the use of their proposed model (Jacobi and Hobbs, 2007). The results con-

firmed the hypothesis that a bias existed that was consistent with anchor-and-

adjust heuristic.  

To enable a comparison between the two visualization methods heatmaps and 

parallel coordinates for interactive portfolio selection Kiesling et al. (2011) con-

ducted experiments with 96 business administration students. The participants 

should solve a familiar portfolio selection problem, namely selecting courses for 

the forthcoming semester. Thereby the two visualization methods differently ma-

nipulated the information presented for the students, so that these two approaches 

could be compared by means of subjective measures such as user satisfaction or 

understanding of the problem, as well as by objective measures referring to effort, 

convergence, and the process structure (Kiesling et al., 2011). The results of the 

decision analysis showed a better objective performance of subjects who used the 

parallel coordinates visualization and that  the choice of visualization method also 

had a considerable impact on the users’ subjective experiences when using a deci-

sion support system for portfolio selection (Kiesling et al., 2011). Furthermore the 

authors indicated that decision-making styles played an important role in users’ 

attitude toward the visualization method. 

An overview on the literature treated in the three areas above is given in the Table 

1.  
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Table 1: Treated literatures in overview 

Field Title Author(s) Year Key Aspects 

Financial 

Portfolio 

Optimization 

Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and 

Biases 
Tversky and Kahneman 1974 Decision heuristics and biases; Asset management 

Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under 

Risk 
Kahneman and Tversky 1979 Prospect Theory; Risky choice problems 

Effects of wealth on portfolios under various 

investment conditions 
Rapoport 1984 Multi-stage betting game; Investment capital and conditions 

Experimental Tests of the Mean-Variance Model 

for Portfolio Selection 
Kroll, Levy and Rapoport 1988 Mean-variance model for portfolio selection 

Coping with Uncertainty: A Naturalistic Deci-

sion-Making Analysis 
Lipshitz and Strauss 1997 Uncertainty in portfolio planning problems; Coping strategies 

Cross-National Di€ erences in Risk Preference 

and Lay Predictions 
Hsee and Weber 1999 Cross-national differences in risk preferences 

Naive Diversification Strategies in Defined Con-

tribution Saving Plans 
Benartzi and Thaler 2001 Diversification heuristic; retirement saving plans 

Excessive Extrapolation and the Allocation of 

401(k) Accounts to Company Stock 
Benartzi 2001 Investment in company stock; retirement saving plans 

An experimental study of the effect of uncertain-

ty representation on decision making 
Durbach and Stewart 2011 Uncertainty format on single- and multi-criteria choice 

Individual Risk Attitudes and the Composition of 

Financial Portfolios: Evidence from German 
Barasinska, Schäfer and Stephan 2012 

Investor risk attitude and portfolio composition; portfolio diversi-

fication 
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Household Portfolios 

Behavioural Optimization Models for Multicrite-

ria Portfolio Selection 
Mehlawat 2013 Fnancial and suitability criteria 

Resource 

Allocation 

An adaptive approach to resource allocation 
Busemeyer, Swenson and 

Lazarte 
1986 Learning effects 

Effects of Risk and Ambiguity on Judgments of 

Contingency Relations and Behavioral Resource 

Allocation Decisions 

Sawyer 1990 Uncertain effects on judgements 

Reason-based choice Shafir, Simonson and Tversky 1993 Reason-based choices 

The role of project completion information in 

resource allocation decisions 
Conlon and Garland 1993 Sunk costs; Project completion 

Effects of Portfolio Planning Methods on Deci-

sion Making: Experimental Results 
Armstrong and Brodie 1994 Effect of matrix methods 

Resource-Allocation Behaviour in Complex but 

Commonplace Tasks 

Langholtz, Ball, Sopchak and 

Auble 
1997 Meal Scheduling problem 

Resource-Allocation Strategies: A Verbal Proto-

col Analysis 

Ball, Langholtz, Auble and Sop-

chak 
1998 Meal Scheduling problem; Verbal protocol analysis 

Minimizing cost in resource-allocation decisions 
Gonzalez, Langholtz and Sop-

chak 
2002 Aircraft flight hours scheduling; Minimizing cost 

When and why leaders put themselves first: 

Leader behaviour in resource allocations as a 

function of feeling entitled 

De Cremer and Van Dijk 2005 Role of leader in resource allocation situations 
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Portfolio decision-making genres: A case study Kester, Hultink and Lauche 2009 Portfolio management practices; Project selection issues 

 

Resource allocation contests: Experimental evi-

dence 

Shupp, Sheremeta, Schmidt and 

Walker 
2013 Isomorphic resource allocation contest under risk-neutrality 

 

 

Decision 

Analysis 

Status quo bias in decision making Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988 Status quo in decision making processes 

Inconsistent trade-offs between attributes: New 

evidence in preference assessment biases 
Delquié 1993 Preference assessment biases; Scale compatibility 

Common Mistakes in Making Value Trade-offs Keeney 2002 Mistakes; Value trade-offs 

Quantifying and Mitigating the Other Value 

Tree-Induced Weighting Biases 
Jacobi and Hobbs 2007 Attribute weighting biases; Anchor-and-adjust heuristic 

 

An Experimental Comparison of Two Interactive 

Visualization Methods for Multicriteria Portfolio 

Selection 

Kiesling, Gettinger, Stummer 

and Vetschera 
2011 Visualization methods for portfolio selection 
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3 Theory of the Experimental 

Framework 

3.1 Knapsack Optimization Problem 

As this master thesis deals with human behaviour within portfolio decision and 

resource allocation problems, the results are based on laboratory experiments con-

cerning a zero-one knapsack problem. In the following a short overview is given 

on the basic model of knapsack problems.  

The name comes from the imagination of a hitch-hiker filling up his knapsack by 

selecting from a set of possible objects the ones which will maximize his comfort, 

e.g. food, a sleeping bag etc. This situation is known as a single 0-1 Knapsack 

Problem (KP) which is one of the most important and most studied discrete pro-

gramming problems and can be mathematically formulated as:  

                                            (1) 

 

           (2) 

 

    ,                        (3) 

 

With the objects numbered from 1 to n, each having a weight  (cost) and a val-

ue  (benefit). The task is then to select objects   { }, in order to maxim-

ize the sum of the weights, with respect to a capacity constraint c. It is also a bina-

ry decision case with  if  is selected and  if otherwise. Besides it 

should be arranged that an already selected object is not allowed to be selected 

again and that the sum of all given weights has to be greater or equal the capacity 

c. The amount of all selected items in a final solution is called a portfolio, thus 

this work investigates portfolio decision analysis. The 0-1 KP is an interesting 

study topic because 1) it can be viewed as the simplest Integer Linear Program-

ming problem; 2) it appears as a subproblem in many more complex problems; 3) 
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it may represent a great many practical situations, as Martello and Toth (1990) 

claimed by intensely investigating different knapsack problems in their book. But 

it is still difficult to solve such knapsack problems optimally due to the amount of 

time required for computing. Therefore researchers began to focus on heuristic 

solutions as approximation, so that intuitive decision behaviour also became an 

important aspect within portfolio management to better understand the decision 

making processes. The analysis method of the present work is based on such hu-

man decision heuristics which will be described in detail in the following chap-

ters.     

 

3.2 Laboratory Experiment  

Katok (2011) introduced laboratory experiments and emphasized its importance 

for testing analytical models in operations management, as these bridged the gap 

between analytical models and real business problems. Especially the factors the-

oretical guidance, induced valuation and careful control of institutional structure 

made the application of laboratory studies rigorous. The author also claimed that 

there were three main purposes that laboratory experiments served (1) to test and 

refine existing theory (2) to characterize new phenomena leading to new theory 

and (3) to test new institutional designs (Katok, 2011). Subject recruitment meth-

ods and the experiment conduction method z-Tree as a useful computer interface 

were examined closely and a literature overview was given on the issue individual 

decision and strategic games. A visualization possibility of a knapsack experiment 

is shown in Figure 2. In the end Katok (2011) discussed several methodological 

topics related to good practices in designing and conducting good laboratory ex-

periments, e.g. effective experimental design (focus and nuisance variables, treat-

ment, full factorial design, a within-subjects design, dual trial design), the context 

(abstract frame), the subject pool (mostly students), setting incentives (induced 

value theory) - financial incentives always, and deception (indirect or direct; bet-

ter without deception). Finally suggestions were made about future trends in the 

field laboratory experiments, considering how experimental work would look like.  
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Figure 2: Experiment visualization made with z-Tree 

 

All of these aspects helped to build an appropriate experiment design and in this 

work the experiments are also conducted with the computer program z-Tree and 

the participants should to verbalize all of their thoughts concerning the experiment 

task. Thus a short introduction is given about the verbalization method in the fol-

lowing. 

 

3.3 Verbal Protocol Analysis 

The verbal protocol analysis is a think aloud method that requires participants to 

verbalize or rather talk aloud his/her thoughts while solving a problem or perform-

ing a task and also state aloud the line of reasoning they are using to go from the 

observations to their decision. The goal of think-aloud research is to give the re-

searcher detailed insight into the processes of working memory, as the theory of 

Ericsson and Simon (1980) regarding verbal protocols was based on the distinc-

tion between working memory, in which concurrent reasoning takes place in ver-

bal form, and long-term memory, where some of the ideas from working memory 

could eventually be stored, not necessarily in words. To understand how these 

verbal protocols could be obtained, Figure 3 shows a simple model of the human 

cognitive system which is responsible for the thinking processes and verbaliza-

tions:  
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 Figure 3: Model of the human cognitive system (Ericsson and Simon, 1980; Jaspers et al., 

2004) 

 

The method has been used successfully within the areas of psychology, education, 

and cognitive science (Ericson and Simon, 1993). It helps to analyze cognitive 

processes, generates direct, detailed data and consists of collecting think aloud 

protocols in a systematic way and analyzing the protocols to obtain a model of the 

cognitive processes that take place in tackling a problem (Jaspers et al., 2004). For 

instance it was successfully applied by diverse researchers such as Jaspers et al. 

(2004), Ball et al. (2008) and Gavirneni and Isen (2010) etc. It is possible that 

participants either verbalize their thought processes during the performance of a 

task (concurrent protocol analysis) or after completion of the task (retrospective 

protocol analysis). If the subjects forget to speak the examiner starts asking non-

influencing questions (“What do you look at?” etc.) and can make notes during all 

experiments. The recorded audio protocols with the verbalizations are then tran-

scribed, segmented and encoded under the terms of a developed coding scheme to 

provide a trace of the thought processes involved in making the decision or solv-

ing the problem, which is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Schematic overview of the verbal protocol analysis method (Jaspers et al., 2004) 

 

But the verbal protocol analysis methodology has also been criticized. Nisbett and 

Wilson (1977) claim that no verbalization can capture all the thoughts that a sub-

ject goes through while making a decision. The verbalization itself can also be a 

problem if participants are not able to express their thoughts precisely, so it might 

skew the observations made by the researchers. Furthermore, it might influence 

the decision makers to change the way how they perform, and lead to wrong con-

clusions. 

To show how verbal protocol analysis works in practice, diverse sample applica-

tions in prior research were reported. 

Already in 1976 Payne used the think aloud method to study the information 

search processing strategies subjects adopted to make preference choices about 

different furnished apartments provided with information about different attrib-

utes. The following instructions were given to the 6 subjects in the first experi-

ment and also to the 12 subjects in the second experiment: “Whenever you start  

to look at a piece of information, say what you're going to look at. When making 

an observation about an apartment on the basis of a piece of information, describe 

each conclusion and the specific observations which you are using to support your 

judgment. Finally, please state aloud the line of reasoning you are using to go 

from the observations to your decision” (Payne, 1976, p. 372). The participants 

were paid at a fixed hourly rate. The difference of the second experiment from the 

first one was that the task complexity was increased and that a complete within-

subjects design was used.  
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Bettman and Park (1980) used the verbal protocol analysis to investigate effects of 

prior knowledge and experience and phase of the choice on decision processes. In 

their study 99 housewives paid with 5 dollar had to choose between different 

brands of microwave ovens and simultaneously verbalize their thoughts. These 

subjects differed in their prior knowledge and experience with microwave ovens 

and due to this they were grouped into three different classes High, Moderate and 

Low (Bettman and Park, 1980). The moderate group did more information proc-

essing than the other groups and the subjects tended to use attribute-based evalua-

tions in early and brand-based evaluations in later phases of choice (Bettman and 

Park, 1980).     

In the study of Isenberg (1986) 12 general managers and 6 undergraduate students 

analyzed and solved a short business case. Their action plans were abstracted 

from the coded verbal protocols and compared with each other. The results 

showed a better und more goal-oriented action planning by the managers.   

Highhouse (1994) dealt with decision choices under ambiguity. 45 students had to 

solve one of two versions of two ambiguity problems in a medical context. They 

were asked to record all of their thoughts before making a decision. The analysis 

of the verbal protocols confirmed that ambiguity-avoiding subjects ruminated 

more about pessimistic probabilities and that ambiguity-seeking decision makers 

were more likely to consider positive outcomes (Highhouse, 1994). 

As already detailed above, Ball et al. (1998) also applied the method to examine 

used strategies for solving resource-allocation problems, more precisely a meal-

scheduling task in their research.  

Furthermore Benbunan-Fich (2001) used verbal protocol analysis to evaluate the 

usability of a commercial web site. 8 volunteer subjects were asked to send a free 

electronic greeting card using a selected greeting card web site. About 15 usability 

principles and 3 evaluation parameters were used to analyze the recorded proto-

cols. The results stated usability problems caused by crowded content, poor navi-

gation and cumbersome interactivity (Benbunan-Fich, 2001). The author claimed 

that this research method helped to reveal important usability goals and improve 

future web site designs.   

In the research of Krahmer and Ummelen (2004) it was also about usability test-

ing of a web site with the help of verbal protocols. Hereby the authors used two 

different thinking aloud approaches, one of them was the standard approach de-
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rived from Ericsson and Simon (1993), the other one from a relatively new pro-

posal by Boren and Ramey (2000). Compared with the standard method the latter 

one based on more speech communication between the investigator and the sub-

jects. Ten participants were asked to test the navigation functions of a highly non-

standard web site. It came out that the different approaches did not have any effect 

on the process of thinking aloud, but on the task performance, with subjects in the 

Boren and Ramey condition completed more tasks (Krahmer and Ummelen, 

2004). The evaluations of the web site quality and the detected number of naviga-

tion problems did not differ in the two approaches. 

Jaspers et al. (2004) applied this method to develop an appropriate medical user 

interface for oncologists on computers. Four pediatric oncologists took part in the 

study and each of them was asked to work through 10 paper-based patient records 

in the context of preparing the patient visits. Their activities and think-alouds 

were both audio-recorded and video-recorded to investigate their information 

needs and search strategy. The results were used to develop a cognitive task 

model reflecting pediatric oncologists’ task behaviour. This model served then as 

input for a prototype user interface which would support future work of the on-

cologists. 

Gavirneni and Isen (2010) used verbal analysis protocols to investigate anomalies 

of a newsvendor problem and gained insights into the decision making processes 

of participants in determining the order amount. The authors were the first to ap-

ply verbal protocol analysis to inventory decision making such as the newsvendor 

problem and could highlight the strengths and weaknesses of this methodology for 

exploratory theory development. In their experiment the 21 students should decide 

on order quantities when the demand was random and there were costs associated 

with ordering too much or too little, while they were asked to verbalize all of their 

thoughts related to the task. The reward for participation was a flat $15 payment. 

The results showed that most subjects tended to focus on the basic information 

relevant to the decision and not on the advanced information and that they 

identified the precise overage and underage costs, but failed to convert that infor-

mation effectively into the optimal order quantity (Gavirneni and Isen, 2010). It 

also became clear that the sequence of identified risk regarding to the overage and 

underage costs highly influenced the order amount. Hereby Gavirneni and Isen 

(2010) could confirm that the application of verbal analysis method helped them 
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to understand the information-gathering process of the subjects and how this in-

formation was used to make their inventory decisions.  

Altogether the method has its advantages, but also disadvantages, and it has to be 

adapted for each research purpose to hinder biases errors that could occur and to 

best trace the thought processes of decision makers, as it is the same here.        
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Experimental Design 

4.1.1   Task 

The experiment is conducted with the program z-Tree. The 0-1 knapsack problem 

task which is visualized on the z-Tree interface is to determine optimal selection 

of items that maximizes the achievable sum of benefit subject to the given budget 

constraint. Each knapsack instance has 15 items. Values (Benefit) and weights 

(Cost) are allocated to each item. Left over budget is lost and does not add value 

to the solution in any way. The participants can see the remaining budget, 

achieved profit and remaining time on screen. If the last selected item exceeds the 

remaining capacity a warning appears and this item is deselected automatically. 

Items that were once chosen can be deselected again, but participants were asked 

to come up with a greedy heuristic they consider suitable to solve the problem in 

the beginning, as the use of the “Trial-and-Error” method would not deliver any 

significant information about some systematic decision behaviour. There is just 

one optimal solution in each round. Each subject has to solve three knapsack 

problems a 4 minutes. It is possible to change the chosen heuristic during the 3 

runs. For calculations the participants are provided with a piece of paper, a pencil 

and a calculator. The subjects are allowed to ask questions during the sessions. 

They are also asked to talk aloud all of their thoughts occurring during the task 

performance which is important to the later verbal protocol analysis. At the end of 

3 rounds they are asked to fill out a short questionnaire including their age, gender 

and study program and questions represented below. Then they also have to re-

spond to some special questions of the investigator regarding the decision behav-

iour abnormalities of the subjects. 

1. Are you familiar with the knapsack problem? Did you take part in such experi-

ments before? 

2. Are you familiar with the methodology verbal protocol analysis? Did you have 

difficulty to verbalize your thoughts? 

3. What is your first idea how to solve the problem when you see the task?  
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4. Which criteria did you follow most to select the items?  

5. Did you always follow the same criteria? 

6. Was it a priority to use all the capacity? 

7. Did the verbal protocol method help you to solve the problem? 

 

4.1.2   Participants 

The subjects are 23 students of Technical University Munich. Their study pro-

grams include mathematics, business informatics, and TUM-BWL and another 

one is an Erasmus student. All three mathematics students and all four business 

informatics students are in Master ś study. The participants studying TUM-BWL 

consist of 2 graduate students and 13 undergraduate students. Most of them have 

already seen the “Knapsack 0-1” problem in the classroom setting or other ex-

periments, but it is conceivable that they might have forgotten the mathematical 

details. Only 4 subjects are not familiar with knapsacks, yet they have taken part 

in similar laboratory experiments of the chair before. Although the number of sub-

jects used in this study seems to be low it is similar to or even larger than the 

number of subjects used in earlier decision-making studies using verbal protocol 

analysis, for example Isenberg (1986) used 18 subjects, Ball et al. (1998) used 20, 

Krahmer and Ummelen (2004) used 10, Benbunan-Fich (2001) used 8 and 

Gavirneni and Isen (2010) used 21 subjects. Furthermore Kvale (1996) found that 

the common number of interviews in qualitative studies is 15±10, and Griffin and 

Hauser (1993) identified that 20 interviews obtained 91% of the theoretically 

available information. 

As all participants attend lectures of the chair, they are granted extra scores for 

their exam as incentives for their participation. They have been told that their per-

formance and results would give evidence if they tackle the task seriously and that 

they would not get any scores by performing the task unseriously. But as the ex-

periments are conducted face-to-face with the investigator and the students get 

credits for their performance, it could be assured that they would give their best. 
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4.1.3   Experimental Procedure 

In a similar study Li and Richter (2013) conducted knapsack experiments using 10 

items and the verbal protocol method. There were also experiments conducted at 

the chair with 10, 15, or 20 items without the think-aloud method (Tisch, 2013; 

Dmitrij, 2013). As the think-aloud method makes the task more difficult due to 

the concurrent task solving and thoughts speaking, 20 items would overstrain the 

participants and therefore just a little step is made forward with 15 items in each 

round. Another reason for this decision is actually the motivation to verify and 

generalize the results from the experiment of Li and Richter (2013), i.e. to test 

whether their results also apply for a similar experiment setting, but a more com-

plex task. Besides this study intends to compare the decision behaviour and using 

heuristics with the ones found in the mentioned previous works dealing with 

knapsack problems. On the other hand their findings should be extended, eventu-

ally finding new perspectives for future research. Thus 15 items in each knapsack 

instance seems to be a reasonable problem size.  

It is essential that the item attributes do not manipulate the participants into choos-

ing a certain heuristic. The used instances that would meet these requirements 

were provided from the chair. All three knapsack instances are highly correlated 

this time which means that the selection process would be more difficult than the 

used ones with low-correlated instances in the study of Li and Richter (2013). 

Pisinger (2005) stated in his research that the higher the correlation the harder the 

knapsack instances. Thus it is interesting to investigate whether the increased task 

complexity would affect the performance of subjects and lead to other decision 

heuristics. 

The experiments take place in single sessions in a seminar room of the chair, each 

with one student and an investigator. Before the participants start with the three 

knapsack problems conducted with the program z-Tree, they are given an expla-

nation of the task, the experiment procedure, the navigation of the z-Tree interface 

and some basic rules for the verbal protocol analysis. To show them how the 

think-aloud method works the investigator solves a little logic task herself while 

talking aloud about all of the thoughts occurring during the task performance.  

The example task is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Logic task as example for the verbalization process 

 

The verbalization instructions are given to the subjects as follows: “The methods 

behind this experiment use what is commonly known as a ‘‘think aloud’’ ap-

proach. As you perform your task, please express all the thoughts that enter your 

mind so that they can be recorded and analyzed. Please record anything that came 

into your mind, regardless of its relevance. Say what you're going to look at, de-

scribe each conclusion and the specific observations which you are using to sup-

port your judgment.”  

As detailed above, the subjects who are provided with paper, pen and calculator, 

then started to make choices from a set of 15 items in 3 experiments a 4 minutes 

consisting of a certain value and weight when given a fixed capacity. The task is 

to maximize the sum of the values of the selected items. The budget and item op-

tions obviously change in every round. To find the optimal solution it is not nec-

essary to use the entire budget. Only abstract information is initially given to the 

subjects. The first idea was to give the subjects a more vivid example of the knap-

sack problem, like packing a picnic basket, but this was not adopted to assure that 

personal experience or preferences were not included in the decision process. As 

the participants in the study of Li and Richter (2013) had 3 minutes for a knapsack 

task with 10 items, the time is extended here to 4 minutes for 15 items each round. 

The program z-Tree updates automatically the sum of benefit that has been 

achieved with every new item selection and shows the remaining budget so that 

the participants can fully concentrate on their main task. While each subject make 

item selections, operates calculations or talk about their doings, the invesitgator 

just intervenes when they request any information or do not speak for a long time. 
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In the latter case the investigator used neutral statements such as „Please keep 

talking“ or “What are your thoughts just now?” to remember the subjects to talk 

on. By the way it was also a task of the investigator to make notes if any of their 

actions attracts the attention or there is something which would not emerge from 

the verbal protocols later on.  

After solving the knapsack problems the students are asked to fill out a question-

naire which is also conducted with z-Tree. The contents of the questionnaire are 

detailed above. In some case they were also asked special questions regarding 

their individual decision behaviour. The sessions are all audio-recorded and each 

of them takes ca. 40 minutes in average. 

 

4.2 Encoding Process 

After the experiments are completed, the recordings and the ex post questions are 

transcribed to text files. Then these protocols are segmented into plausible units of 

meaningful text or phrases. Each phrase consists of a single task-related state-

ment. Thus the encoding process is consistent with the procedure suggested by 

Newell and Simon (1972). The data are coded for the purpose to reveal human 

decision heuristics in a portfolio decision setting and how the subjects argue their 

decision making processes. To start with the encoding processes 3-5 protocols are 

selected randomly at first and the coding scheme or rather the encoding vocabu-

lary is then developed on the basis of them. Hereby the encoding example of Ball 

et al. (1998) was also taken into account, as this also dealt with a similar resource 

allocation problem. The final encoding scheme looks as follows: 

In general: “/” means “and” 

Read R ([item], [state]) 

Read the current state of item from task. 

item = item to be affected  (items in general (-), Number of item(Nr), remaining 

items (RNr), Benefit(B), Cost(C), Budget (BU), Time (T)); state = item state or 

property (in general (-), total budget remaining (RB), total profit gained (GB), 

time remaining (RT), Benefit(B), Cost(C), Benefit and Cost(BaC)) 

 

Calculate C ([item], [option], [method])  
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Perform a calculation on a given item(s). item = item to be affected (items in gen-

eral (-), Number of item (Nr), remaining items (RNr)); option = calculation re-

quired (ratio Benefit/Cost (RBC), difference Benefit-Cost (DBC); method = men-

tally (m), with calculator (c), with Excel (e)) 

 

Decision D ([item], [choice]) 

Select or deselect an item. 

item = item to be affected  (Number of item(Nr)) 

choice = item choice (select item (S), deselect item (DS)) 

 

Argument/Action A ([choice/action], [argument]) 

Reason for an action or decision. Choice/action = item choice or action (no deci-

sion/change/selection ((item Number) -), select item (S), deselect item (DS), se-

lecting Item by calculating RBC chronologically (SRBCCh), selecting item by its 

appearance as having best RBC (SRBCA), (possible) exchange options (Ex), 

searching for certain item fulfilling conditions (SI), strategy change (SC)) 

Argument = reason for choice (benefit maximizing (MaxB), cost minimizing 

(MinC), ratio maximizing (MaxRBC), difference maximizing (MaxDBC), filling 

remaining budget (FRB), exceeding remaining budget (ERB), time remaining 

(RT), no improvement possible (NIP), no more action possible (NAP), decision 

through comparison(DtC)) 

 

The number of the encoding vocabulary is minimized by still covering all mental 

processes of all subjects. All protocols are checked twice or triply to make correc-

tions and to ensure the consistency of the encodings. Thus it is a very time-

consuming step which takes ca. 2-3 hours for the whole encoding and editing pro-

cess of each subject ś file. The segmented fragments could be classified into one 

of the different defined vocabulary categories: statement/selection, calculation, 

information gathering or argumentation. The encodings are also complemented 

with the notes of the investigator made while the participants were busy with the 

knapsack problem instances, so that the whole train of thoughts and particular 

details of the subjects could be fully reconstructed. To clarify the encoding pro-

cess an extract of a subject ś protocol and the corresponding encoding is shown in 

the Figure 6.   
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Figure 6: 1. Original text in German. 2. Translated in English. 3. Extract from a subject ś 

verbal protocol. Transcripts encoded using the vocabulary provided above. It is clear that 

this subject follows the heuristic RBC and also calculated the ratios mentally. In the end the 

subject tried to improve the result by searching for exchange options which would increase 

benefit.    

The developed encoding scheme is quite similar to the one in the study of Li and 

Richter (2013) except a few modifications. The major difference between the two 

versions is the method differentiation in the calculation category, i.e. mental 
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arithmetic is explicitly distinguished from calculating with a calculator or Excel 

this time. 

 

4.3 Analyzing Process 

The finished 23 codes are then analyzed regarding diverse purposes. At first the 

codes were checked to find useful information which was then summarized in an 

Excel table together with the general statistics such as the decision steps and se-

lected items. Relevant aspects from the questionnaire and the notes are also in-

cluded in this table. Altogether it contains data about selection steps, used strate-

gy, possible strategy change, selection order of used strategy, calculation type, 

achieved sum of benefit, optimality of each instance for each subject, mean opti-

mality for each subject, utilization of the remaining budget and whether gaining 

an overview before item selections. All these information help to reveal heuristics 

used to make portfolio decisions as well as biases or behaviour anomalies in their 

decision making processes. 

On the basis of these data the subjects are classified into four groups dependent on 

the chosen strategy for further analysis: RBC (benefit-cost ratio), DBC (benefit 

minus cost), strategy-changing group (including all emerging heuristics: maxi-

mum benefit, RBC, DBC, minimum cost) and mixed heuristic group (2 or 3 heu-

ristics are combined with each other). Optimality values, RRS2 und DRP2 are cal-

culated for each subject regarding these heuristic groups. The table is also sorted 

by the type of calculation to enable a comparison of optimality between the 

groups. Further differentiation analysis has be done screening whether the partici-

pants had problems with the think-aloud method, whether this method was a help 

for them by solving the knapsack problem and whether they gained overview be-

fore starting with the task. The encodings are investigated closely if any results 

are surprising, as the decision processes can be traced in the codes. With the help 

of the encodings the average decision steps are calculated for all subjects and the 

first item selections are also analyzed with the special metric ARS2. Last but not 

least the achieved benefit of each student is accumulated according to his/her se-

lection order. Different charts are then made with these accumulated benefits due 

to different features such as instance, heuristic groups etc. 
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The analyzing process is also very time-consuming and complex. The results are 

discussed in the next chapter.   
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5 Results 

5.1 Optimality and Iteration 

5.1.1   Optimality α within heuristic groups 

The 23 participants were divided into 4 groups depending on the heuristic they 

used to solve the problem.  

 RBC (Ratio-Benefit/Cost) - 6 from the 23 subjects (26%) used the Benefit-

Cost Ratio to make their decision  

 DBC (Difference-Benefit-Cost) - Only two people chose the difference be-

tween benefit and cost for all 3 Experiments (9%) 

 Strategy-Change – The main part of the participants, i.e. 10 people (43%), 

mixed different heuristics during the 3 Experiments. We recognized two 

different approaches: 

o The participants used several different heuristics within one exper-

iment. 

Example: Start with ratio for the first item chooses, switched occa-

sionally to the heuristic maximizing benefit and then DBC to use 

the remaining budget. 

o The participants started with one heuristic in the first experiment 

and changed their strategy in the other ones or they changed the 

order of the used heuristic combination.  

Example: Participants started with choosing the items according to 

the highest benefit for the first items and completely changed their 

strategy to RBC in the next two experiments.  

 Mixed heuristic – 5 of the 23 (22%) students used this approach by com-

bining 2 or 3 heuristics in all three experiments without a strategy change. 

For instance one student always started with DBC as the decision criterion 

and switched then to the RBC heuristic for the remaining selections. 

 

Compared with the research outcome of Li and Richter (2013) there is one more 

heuristic this time, the mixed heuristic group. Furthermore the RBC was the dom-

inant strategy with 60% of the participants using it in their study, while almost the 

half are identified as part of the strategy change group in this study. The DBC 
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group stays similar. A reason for this could be that the instances were more diffi-

cult here and thus many subjects tried to find the most adequate strategy for se-

lecting the items and always changed their heuristic by doing so. The increased 

complexity of the task also resulted in the mindset that participants needed a com-

bination of heuristics to solve the problem.     

Table 2 shows the optimality for all four groups. By comparing the values it be-

comes clear that the most successful strategy when it comes to find an optimal 

solution seems to be calculating the difference of value and weight. But here we 

have to keep in mind that only 2 subjects belong to the DBC group and thus the 

statistic is not necessarily significant. This can be confirmed with the fact that the 

DBC group performed as the worst one in the experiments of Li and Richter 

(2013). RBC and the mixed heuristic follow as the next best groups. The strategy 

group as the last one is also not that bad with a value of 0,94, above all it is actual-

ly the best heuristic in the first instance.  

Table 2: Optimality α within heuristic methods 

Optimality 

α 

Instance 

1 

Instance 

2 

Instance 

3 Average 

B/C 0,941 0,953 0,974 0,956 

B-C 0,947 0,989 0,964 0,967 

Strategy-

changing 0,955 0,93 0,936 0,94 

Mixed 

Heuristic 0,955 0,975 0,935 0,955 

 

The statistics just show average values which could not forecast the best approach 

for such portfolio decisions. For instance it occurred only twice that the optimal 

solution was achieved, as indicated in Figure 7. They were the participants Nr. 7 

(optimal in instance 1) and Nr. 18 (optimal in instance 2) who used both the RBC 

heuristic respectively a heuristic combination with RBC as main part to solve the 

knapsack instances which is not necessary the best heuristic due to the statistics in 

Table 2. In the study of Li and Richter (2013) the optimal solution was much 

more often achieved by the subjects, which depended on the used lowly-correlated 

instances. Furthermore the charts show that the graph of their decision steps ap-

proximated the ideal RBC graph, especially in the case of Nr. 18. This means that 
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both would also have good RRS2 and DRP2 values. It becomes very clear that the 

participant Nr. 18 tried in the last part of the decision process to improve his 

achieved benefit by exchanging options. This in turn gives evidence that the sub-

ject switched to the second decision phase which will be examined more closely 

later on.  

 

 

 

Figure 7:  Best participants in Experiment 1and 2 using RBC  

 

5.1.2   Optimality α regarding type of calculation 

As already mentioned, the participants were also sorted by the way they made 

calculations. There are 13 subjects (57%) who calculated the needed values ap-

proximately in their head (Group K). Four students (17%) explicitly used a calcu-

lator or Excel to perform the calculations for all three experiments (Group T&E) 
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and six students (26%) used both mental arithmetic and calculator within each 

experiment (Group K&T). It is worth noting that 2 subjects asked for doing the 

portfolio selection with Excel, with the argument that they did the same in previ-

ous experiments of the chair in the ZIP-Pool. Both calculated the ratio of value by 

weight and took first the items with high ratios. An overview with the optimality 

performance is shown in the Table 3.   

Table 3: Optimality α within calculation types 

Optimality 

α 

Instance 

1 

Instance 

2 

Instance 

3 Average 

K 0,958 0,976 0,934 0,956 

T&E 0,944 0,902 0,989 0,945 

K&T 0,932 0,928 0,952 0,937 

 

It is surprising that the T&E group did not evidence the best performance as one 

should expect that exact calculations would grant the subjects to follow their heu-

ristic accurately and thus perform well. After the corresponding encodings were 

studied, this phenomenon could be explained. It is because the time of two people 

in the T&E group ran short in the experiments so that they could not finish their 

selections. The bad performance of the K&T group can also be partly interpreted 

with this time effect and the other reason is that the task complexity and the per-

manent change of the calculation method caused them to disarrange their decision 

processes.  

Many subjects selected items by its appearance as having the best criterion value, 

depending on which heuristic criterion they are following, without computing the 

precise value with the calculator, i.e. a mental arithmetic happened more or less 

(K group). There are 5 subjects who applied or at least partly applied the SAS-

strategy with 4 of them belonging to the T&E group, and 2 subjects who applied 

the CAC-strategy during their decision process, although mostly not for all three 

instances. SAS-strategy means in this case that the subject first calculated the cri-

terion values before he/she selected the items and in contrast to it CAC-strategy 

means that the subject selected items before reading all options or calculating for 

all items (Ball et al., 1998).  
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There could be three reasons for the phenomenon that more than half students 

tried to calculate the criterion values mentally. The first reason is that many par-

ticipants would think they do not have enough time to calculate the criterion value 

for all items; secondly they are mostly students and owned good mathematical 

basic knowledge so that little mental arithmetic would not be too difficult for 

them. This is always enough to select the items in a right order from the one with 

the best criterion value to a worse item. The final reason is the dependence of the 

decision procedure on the task difficulty, as the complexity could have a big in-

fluence on the choice of the approach to solving a problem or whether the subjects 

only perform mental checks in this case. This can be confirmed with the fact that 

the instances feature a high complexity due to their high correlations this time and 

there are noticeable much more subjects who helped themselves with a calculator 

or Excel than in the study of Li and Richter (2013) whose instances were only 

low-correlated. 

 

5.1.3   Optimality α regarding verbalizing effects 

After the performance of the task the participants were asked in the questionnaire 

whether they were able to cope with verbalizing their thoughts or if they had prob-

lems following the procedure. They also answered the question whether the think-

aloud method helped them to deal with the knapsack problem. 8 people (35%) 

answered that they had problems, but 4 subjects (17%) looked upon the method as 

a support. Their achieved optimality is compared with the contrary groups in the 

Table 4. In the study of Li and Richter (2013) there were only 20% people who 

had problems with the verbalization process. This confirmed the increased task 

difficulty due to the highly correlated instances once again. Actually a few stu-

dents explicitly said that the knapsack experiments are more difficult than the sim-

ilar ones of the chair in which they took part, as the item pairs laid quite close to 

each other this time. 
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Table 4: Optimality α regarding verbalizing influence 

Optimality 

α 

Had 

Problems 

No 

Problems Diff 

VPA as 

help 

VPA 

no 

help Diff 

All 0,957 0,946 0,011 0,929 0,954 -0,025 

Instance 1 0,95 0,951 -0,001 0,958 0,949 0,009 

Instance 2 0,96 0,946 0,014 0,888 0,964 -0,076 

Instance 3 0,96 0,941 0,019 0,942 0,949 -0,007 

 

To one’s surprise only the statistics for instance 1 seem to be as expected. But in 

instances 2 and 3 subjects who had problems with VPA or did not see VPA as a 

help performed better than the others. Again the verbal protocols provide an ex-

planation for this effect, with most of the students stating they would have prob-

lems with verbalizing their thoughts also said afterwards that the method did not 

really have a negative influence. They are just a little unfamiliar with saying and 

doing at the same time. Thus it comes by chance that the problem group better 

handled the tasks. As an example for this a figure is shown below. Although both 

subjects of the DBC group stated that they had problems with the think-aloud 

method, they performed very well.  

 

Figure 8:  Performance of the DBC Group in Experiment 1 
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As indicated in Figure 8, the participant Nr. 8 in the VPA as Help group per-

formed badly, as he deliberately used to approach to leave out much budget in the 

end for all three experiments.  Subject Nr. 22 did not have enough time to select 

the items, because he shifted within lines by mistake while calculating the items. 

Therefore their performance crucially affected the group performance, as there are 

only 4 subjects in this group. Apart from that it can be generally assumed that 

using the verbal protocol procedure definitely had an influence on the perfor-

mance of subjects when it comes to performing this explicit task. 

Li and Richter (2013) found in their study that there were participants that ap-

peared to feel a bit uncomfortable when supervised while performing the task. 

Verbalizing might not have been their major problem but having a kind of observ-

er sitting aside made them nervous and this might have a huge effect on the per-

formance. One of their subjects was uncommonly pressured although he knows 

the observer very good. To prohibit this reactivity the approach was changed a 

little for the present study, i.e. the subjects are not just being observed but provid-

ed with dialog possibilities with the observer. In this study they are allowed to ask 

questions about the presented knapsack problem while performing the task, so that 

the investigator was more a kind of assistance than a controller. Thus any com-

plaints about unpleasant feelings from the subjects could not be identified here.   

 

5.1.4   Optimality α with or without overview 

From the encoded transcripts it becomes clear if subjects got an overview over the 

whole problem before starting on the task, so whether they would read their budg-

et in advance and take a look at every item before making their first choice. There 

are 4 people in the No Overview group. The statistic in Table 5 gives evidence 

that subjects with overview obviously performed better in all three instances.   
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Table 5: Optimality α with or without an overview 

 Optimal-

ity α Overview 

No 

Overview Diff 

All 0,962 0,894 0,068 

Instance 1 0,955 0,929 0,026 

Instance 2 0,965 0,884 0,081 

Instance 3 0,965 0,867 0,098 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9:  Performance of the No Overview Group in all Experiments  

 

In the graphs of all three experiments with subjects that did not take an overview 

before starting to work on the task it is noticable that the decisions were not really 

determined, but rather confused and containing much deselections (Figure 9). 

Participants that just started working often overrun their budget before realizing 

how much money they actually have to spend and therefore starting to deselect 

and select new items. Their curve progressions do not show any regularities and 

are not comparable with the ideal heuristic graphs. 
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Furthermore three from the No Overview group are among the four worst 

performing subjects, with optimality values lower than 0,9. The remaining one did 

have problems with VPA.  

 

5.1.5   Iterating steps 

As shown in Table 6 below, the average iterating steps were also calculated for all 

instances on the basis of the encodings. A downward tendency can be identified. 

On the one hand the lowest value in instance 3 can be explained by the fact that 

the given budget of instance 3 is much smaller than in the other two instances. 

This automatically leads to less decision steps. That the subjects needed less iter-

ating steps in the second experiment bases possibly on the learning effect, i.e. the 

students became accustomed to the task complexity and contents so that they 

could cope with the remaining experiments much better and make the decisions 

more fluently. Furthermore the statement of Tisch (2013) that iterating would in-

crease with increasing correlation could be also confirmed here. 

          Table 6: Average iterating steps 

Instance average iterating steps 

instance 1 18,3 

instance 2 16,4 

instance 3 14,6 

 

 

5.2 Heuristics and Metrics 

5.2.1   Heuristics 

After analyzing the protocols and encodings for the individual experiments deal-

ing with knapsack problem instances, it came out that the participants mainly fol-

low four heuristics which are already partly described above: 

 Choose item with maximum benefit (B)  

 Choose item with minimum cost (C) 
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 Choose item with maximum benefit-cost ratio (RBC) 

 Choose item with maximum difference of benefit minus cost (DBC) 

This is similar to the outcome of Tisch (2013), but contains one more (C) com-

pared with the results of Li and Richter (2013), as the latter authors had nobody 

who followed the heuristic minimum cost. However the criterions B and C only 

played a relatively inferior role in this work. These heuristic criterions represented 

above serve as a basis for the data analysis regarding to the different portfolio 

planning behaviour of the participants in this work. For comparing how strongly 

each participant follows his/her chosen heuristic, the heuristic-based metrics from 

Tisch ś bachelor thesis (Tisch, 2013) were taken into account, but only RRS2 and 

DRP2 are calculated for the experiment results, because these two updated metrics 

make more sense than the original RS1 and DRP1 data without updating for evalu-

ating purposes. In the following part a short definition is given for these two met-

rics. 

 

5.2.2   RRS2 and DRP2 

5.2.2.1 Rank-Range-Part (RRS2) and Data-Range-Part (DRP2) with Updat-

ing   

Tisch defined RS1 as “RS1 is sorting the different items of a problem instance ac-

cording to the four heuristic criterions and assigns ranks from 1, constituting the 

most fitting, to 10, constituting the least fitting, to each item.” (2013, p. 13). In 

this case there are also four heuristic criterions, but the instances had 15 items, 

thus the ranks are from 1 to 15. The difference of the RRS2 metric to its anteces-

sor is that not all 15 items are considered for each iteration, but it is updated every 

step. Therefore updating means to take the current portfolio and the remaining 

capacity into account, by only considering the remaining items that are available 

for selection (Tisch, 2013, p. 14). Through updating the ranks are normalized and 

have a rank-range with values from 0,1 to 1. This allows for a better comparison 

and basis for analyzing how the participants make their decisions and to what ex-

tent they follow a certain heuristic criterion. So RRS2 can be described as follows 

(r as ranking): 

 

RRS2=(rmax+1-ritem)/rmax.                                      (4) 
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DRP1 is also defined by Tisch (2013, p. 14): 

DRP1=(citem-cmin)/(cmax-cmin),                                 (5) 

with citem indicating the criterion-value of the particular item and cmax and cmin the 

maximum and minimum criterion values. Compared to RS1, DRP1 considers the 

exact spot of the item’s concrete criterion-value in the criterion-value data range 

(Tisch, 2013). DRP2 is calculated the same way as DRP1, but hereby the ranks of 

the items are updated every iteration. Both RRS2 and DRP2 are averaged per sub-

ject overall iterations and are calculated on the basis of selections. These two met-

rics enables computing how participants select the items and how strongly they 

follow a particular heuristic by making portfolio decisions. 

 

5.2.2.2 Outcome 

With the verbal protocols it can be easily determined which heuristic a subject 

applies for every problem instance. So the metrics could be directly computed for 

each subject with regard to the individually applied criterion values. 

Table 7: RRS2 and DRP2 in general and for heuristic groups 

RRS2 DRP2 

B/C B-C 

Strategy-

changing 

Mixed 

Heuristic B/C B-C 

Strategy-

changing 

Mixed 

Heuristic 

0,85 0,8 0,88 0,91 0,73 0,76 0,78 0,93 

0,86 0,8 

 

Table 7 gives a general overview of the RRS2 and DRP2 values with respect to the 

four strategy groups. Commonly better results were obtained compared to Tisch 

(2013), but the statistics were similar to those of Li and Richter (2013), for the 

average RRS2 and DRP2 values (0,86 and 0,8) in this study showed a better re-

spectively comparable performance of the subjects in following their chosen heu-

ristics. The maximum benefit and minimum cost criterion are not listed sepa-

rately, because no subject applied these two criterions for all three instances 

throughout. However they could be found in the strategy-changing group and 

mixed heuristic group. It becomes clear that the mixed heuristic group plays the 

most dominant role in both cases of RRS2 and DRP2. The strategy-changing group 

follows as the second best. For RRS2 the ratio group is still relatively dominant, 
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but by means of its DRP2 value the group performance is inferior to the other 

three strategies. This is conflictive with the findings of Li and Richter (2013), as 

the B/C group and the strategy-changing group showed the most dominant strate-

gies in their experiment. The reason could be that the mixed heuristic group as a 

new added strategy contains B/C as a main part and thus its good performance 

should partly assigned to the ratio heuristic. The poor performance of the DBC 

group compared to the results of Tisch (2013, p. 32) possibly depends on the 

small quantity of participants because only two subjects followed the DBC heuris-

tic. Therefore the explanatory power of the DBC values is not very well. 

Table 8: RRS2 and DRP2 for 2 phases 

 

RRS2 DRP2 

  B/C B-C 

Strategy-

changing 

Mixed 

Heuristic B/C B-C 

Strategy-

changing 

Mixed 

Heuristic 

phase 1 0,88 0,81 0,87 0,9 0,77 0,78 0,78 0,91 

phase 2 0,71 0,75 0,94 0,98 0,5 0,64 0,87 0,98 

average 

phase 1 0,865 0,81 

average 

phase 2 0,845 0,748 

 

Like Tisch (2013) as well as Li and Richter (2013) two phases were identified in 

the selection process, too, with the phase 1 representing iterations for a first effi-

cient solution and phase 2 always associated with item comparisons and deselec-

tions to maximize the benefit. Regarding to these two planning phases quite dif-

ferent results than the other two studies dealing with knapsack problems were 

obtained. Table 8 indicates that the metric values in the first phase are quite the 

same as in the general overview table, but in the phase 2 the RBC and DBC crite-

rions decrease strongly in its importance while the other two groups have a big 

level-up in their domination role. Especially the mixed heuristic performs very 

well in both phases for both metrics. This is plausible as these two approaches 

always contain several heuristic criterions so that the participants could flexibly 

change or adapt their strategy to different purposes. In contrast to this subjects 

following RBC or DBC criterions easily caused bad RRS2 and DRP2 values when 

they tried to fill up their remaining budget instead of following their heuristic in 

the second decision phase. The general downward tendency of both metrics from 
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phase 1 to 2 also gives evidence that subjects sometimes deviated from their se-

lected heuristic criterion in the final phase in order to maximize their outcome. 

This phenomenon can also be confirmed by the fact that 18 subjects explicitly 

said it is important for them to use up all budget in the end for a better accumu-

lated benefit.  

Table 9: RRS2 and DRP2 data of subject 7 

T07 
strategy 

Optimality 

α Metric 

average 

general 

average 

p1 

average 

p2 

instance 

1 

Highest 

RBC 1 

RRS2 0,86 0,89 0,5 

DRP2 0,69 0,75 0 

instance 

2 

Highest 

RBC 0,996 

RRS2 0,87 0,98 0,67 

DRP2 0,77 0,92 0,47 

instance 

3 

Highest 

RBC 0,988 

RRS2 0,78 0,84 0,33 

DRP2 0,66 0,75 0 

 

But the performance of subjects in the RBC or DBC group regarding RRS2 and 

DRP2 does not influence their achieved optimality. An example is shown above in 

Table 9. The subject Nr. 7 followed the RBC heuristic and was the best perform-

ing participant among all 23 students, though his RRS2 and DRP2 values are just 

moderate. 

 

5.2.3   ARS2 

ARS2 values are calculated for the first selections to investigate the behaviour of 

the participants in the beginning. ARS2 is defined as (Tisch, 2013, p. 35) 

ARS2=(ritem,B+ritem,C+ritem,B/C+ritem,B-C)/4.                (6) 

 

This metric implies all four heuristic criterions which are important in this work 

and it has a rank-range from 1 to 15, with 1 defined as the most and 15 as the least 

dominating item (Tisch, 2013, p. 35). The ARS2 values were calculated for all 15 

items of each instance and then it had to be counted how many subjects selected 

the respective item at the beginning to investigate the metric value for their first 

selections. Hereby quite different results were received in comparison to Tisch 

(2013) as well as Li and Richter (2013), as the most selected item in each knap-
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sack problem instance is not the one with the smallest ARS2 value, such as by the 

other authors, but items with the second or third best ARS2 values. 

 

Table 10: ARS2 data and its relation to first selections 

 

ARS2 

First 

selection 

ratio 

First 

selection 

diff 

First 

selection 

change 

First 

selection 

Mix Sum 

Correlation 

ARS2 and 

Sum of 

first selec-

tions p 

Instance 

1 
8     1   1 

-

0,8039992 0,000303 

10,25       1 1 

7,75     1   1 

5,25     5 1 6 

6,75           

5,5 5   1 1 7 

10,5           

9,25           

7,25           

7,25           

11,5           

9,5           

8,25       1 1 

6,25 1     1 2 

5,75   2 2   4 

Instance 

2 
7,5     2 1 3 

-

0,7572254 0,001078 

7   1 2   3 

7 1 1 1   3 

6,25           

9,25           

6,75           

10,5           

8,25     1   1 

5,5           

6,5 3   2 3 8 

11,75 

     6,25           

10,5 

     7,75           

7,5 2   2 1 5 

Instance 

3 
7     1   1 

-

0,3772625 0,16567 

5,5   1 2 1 4 

11,75     1   1 

6,25           

10,25 1       1 

7,5           

10,25           

8,25     1   1 

7,25     1   1 

6,25 5 1 2 4 12 

6,75           

8,25           

10,75           

6     1   1 

7,25     1   1 

      

average 

-

0,6461624   
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But the statements of Tisch (2013) could be confirmed that the subsequent se-

lected items are often the three most dominating items in the ranking and if the 

first selection is not a dominant item, it tends to be an item with averaged ARS2 

value. Furthermore the data in Table 10 stated that the ARS2 values are signifi-

cantly correlated with the frequency of the firstly selected items in the first two 

instances (p < 0,001), but not in the last one. The first selected item is dominant in 

case of RBC and DBC, in case of C and RBC or in case of B and RBC and DBC, 

which is partly like the findings of Tisch (2013, p. 35). So it can be derived from 

this information that most participants always do not only consider one heuristic 

criterion in their decision process, but multiple criterions at the same time subcon-

sciously. Yet they have typically a main heuristic which they are following to 

their knowledge.  

Again the anomalies described above can be explained with the increased task 

complexity compared with the experiments of Tisch (2013) as well as Li and 

Richter (2013). As the items are highly correlated and the corresponding values 

and weights are closely to each other regarding different criterions, the partici-

pants always selected the items which seem to be having the best criterion value, 

but it is very difficult to choose the most ARS2 dominating items without an exact 

calculation. The increased task complexity also caused the subjects to think more 

about developing an adequate decision strategy, so that the most subjects were 

aware of their strategy change this time, in a different way from the findings of Li 

and Richter (2013), whose 4 of the 6 subjects in the strategy-changing group 

stated explicitly that they did not change their heuristic. 

But sometimes the participants even have to deviate from their heuristic or con-

sider other criterions in their decision process, because they have e.g. a limited 

budget and in the end they always want to fill up the budget as much as possible 

and maximize the benefit simultaneously. This is not seen as a strategy change. 

Furthermore following a single heuristic does not mean reaching an optimal solu-

tion, not in the given three instances anyway. The optimal solution even does not 

consist of only one heuristic criterion, but combines many of them. Thus this be-

haviour does not show an underperformance, but indicates the ability of the sub-

jects to handle the problem flexibly.  
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Table 11: Optimality α regarding first selections 

Optimality α Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3 Average 

most ARS2 dominating 

items as First selection  0,958 0,972 0,947 0,959 

No dominating items as 

First selection 0,941 0,94 0,948 0,943 

Diff 0,017 0,032 -0,001 0,016 

 

Finally the optimality of subjects whose first selections were ARS2 dominating 

items is compared to the optimality of the remaining subjects. The corresponding 

statistics in Table 11 show that the former ones performed much better. As select-

ing ARS2 dominating items means to have a complete overview on the given 

items, this confirms in turn that the Overview group handled the task better. 

 

5.2.4   Behavioural Aspects 

While analyzing and reviewing the protocols and the corresponding encodings 

some conspicuous features regarding to the behaviour of the participants during 

their portfolio planning process were noted. Hereby the verbal protocol analysis 

methodology is very helpful to detect little but important details which are rele-

vant to understand the decisions of the subjects to help outlining their chosen heu-

ristics. The findings of Li and Richter (2013) are discussed and extended. 

These are summed up in the following: 

 Sometimes the subjects did not overview all items before starting selec-

tions, as they noticed an item with a good criterion value much later. This 

could have an impact on their performance. 

 The participants always spent a long time to look at the items for compari-

sons of the items or mental arithmetic in the beginning. 

 With increased task complexity it happened more often that subjects used 

a calculator or Excel to compute the criterion values. 
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 If the subjects used the calculator, they always computed the criterion val-

ues for all items or all remaining items. 

 The behaviour and the statements of subjects showed that they did not only 

consider one aspect for their portfolio planning, e.g. maximum RBC, but 

many aspects simultaneously, even if this happened in their subconscious 

sometimes.  

 With increased task complexity the number of subjects who changed strat-

egy during the task performance or used heuristic combinations, increased 

and it became more difficult to achieve the optimal solution. 

 Sometimes the subjects were not aware of their strategy change; they just 

switched to another heuristic.  

 In the end following a heuristic criterion did not have absolutely top prior-

ity because most subjects also looked at remaining budget and tried to use 

this remaining budget as much as possible and to consume minimal to 

achieve maximal benefit at the same time. 18 subjects declared that it is 

important to them to fill up the remaining budget as much as possible. 

 8 subjects had problems with verbalizing their thoughts, but also 4 students 

stated that VPA would help them by clearing up their thinking processes. 

 Subjects were good at following their once selected heuristic in general. 

 With increased task complexity subjects could not exactly choose the most 

ARS2 dominating item in the beginning, but this did not really influence 

their general performance in maximizing benefit. 

 Many of the subjects could still improve their performance and they also 

have an idea how to do it, but did not have enough time for a modification 

or rearrangement. 

Furthermore it can be concluded that the verbal protocol analysis is a good meth-

odology to investigate the decision behaviour of the subjects, as some details of 

the process can be reproduced with it, but it does not really help the subjects to 

solve the decision problem. Most subjects did not have any problem with this 

methodology, but some have to first think about how they should explain their 

thoughts. Yet this could also depend on experience and practice with the verbal 
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protocols, because they are not accustomed to verbalize their thoughts while doing 

a task. Verification of these findings requires further research and eventually a 

modified experimental setting. 
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6 Conclusion  

This thesis experimentally investigates human behaviour in portfolio decision 

processes and resource allocation situations. For this purpose an extensive litera-

ture review is given on this topic at first. This review helps to understand the im-

portance of the discussed issues and reveals research possibilities and improve-

ment suggestions of authors in previous research regarding experiment conduc-

tion. Thus the literature review supports performing this thesis in many aspects. In 

second step individual experiments are conducted concerning knapsack problems 

with 23 people, using the methodology verbal protocol analysis to record the 

thoughts of the subjects verbalized aloud. On the basis of the gathered information 

the decisions of the participants could be retraced and the heuristics they are fol-

lowing to select items were revealed.  

As there is not much information about this method in the operations management 

literature, its application was a quite new experience in many aspects. Verbal pro-

tocol analysis is proved to be easily applicable and a good tool for very detailed 

data collection. But there were also disadvantages by using it, such as small sam-

ple size due to the time-consuming individual sessions and the complex data 

analysis after the experiments. Hereby it is worth noting that the most time was 

spent for encodings and data analysis. Furthermore the method could distract sub-

jects from solving the task, as 8 participants described the process of verbalizing 

their thoughts as difficult due to the question afterwards whether they had diffi-

culty with the method. But in contrary to that 4 students stated that the method 

was a help for them to clear up their thinking processes.  

Thus it appears that this methodology at least had an influence on nearly half of 

the subjects. The 8 participants who had problems with VPA stated that they were 

unfamiliar with verbalizing their thoughts during a task performance. Thus it can 

be concluded from this fact that the performance of subjects in their portfolio de-

cision process depends on their practice and experience with the methodology and 

a negative influence of think-alouds can also lead to possible biases. However the 

experiment setting was modified this time to prohibit such biases, so that subjects 

could communicate with the investigator and feel more comfortable. Thus it can-

not be stated by the analysis results of the optimality comparisons between groups 

that people with VPA problems performed better than others.  
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In general the results of Tisch (2013) as well as Li and Richter (2013) who con-

ducted similar knapsack experiments, with or without the use of verbal protocol 

analysis, could be confirmed in parts. Compared with the research outcome of Li 

and Richter (2013) a further strategy group is identified in this work, the mixed 

heuristic group. Subjects belonging to this group combined 2 or 3 heuristics in all 

three experiments without a strategy change and performed together with the RBC 

group as the best groups. Unlike their percentaged distribution to different strat-

egy groups 43% students used the strategy-changing strategy during this study as 

a major group, while most of the participants in their study followed the RBC 

heuristic. Again the DBC group with only two subjects cannot provide meaningful 

statistics.  

Furthermore a differentiation is made between mental arithmetic and exact calcu-

lations with a calculator or Excel. The statistics show that the subjects who made 

mental calculations performed better than the others. But it has to be noted that 

the bad performance of the T&E group related to two students whose time ran 

short in the experiments. 8 students stated in the questionnaire that they had prob-

lems with the VPA method and 4 people perceived the method as a help which 

cleared up their thinking processes. As Li and Richter (2013) already stated, the 

subjects who had an overview over the items and the budget before starting on the 

task also performed better in this work.     

It has to be said that compared to Tisch (2013) the average RRS2 and DRP2 values 

in the present study show a better performance of our subjects in following their 

chosen heuristics, with the mixed heuristic and strategy-changing group having a 

dominant role. As Tisch (2013) we also identified two phases in the selection 

process, with the phase 1 representing a first efficient solution and phase 2 always 

associated with item comparisons and deselections. Hereby the mixed heuristic 

and strategy-changing group gained more dominance in the second phase, unlike 

the findings of Li and Richter (2013). With the ARS2 data analysis the decision 

behaviour of participants in the beginning is investigated more closely and it 

comes out that the first mostly selected item always have small ARS2 values. It 

can be also derivde from the data that ARS2 values are significantly correlated 

with the frequency of the first selected items, at least in the first two instances, 

and that the subjects always consider many criterions at the same time. This is 

consistent with the outcome in the previous studies. Additionally some special 

traits regarding the decision behaviour of the subjects from the verbal protocols 
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were revealed and these findings were summarized in the last section or rather 

combined with the data analysis for a better understanding of the results. Thereby 

the results of Tisch (2013) as well as Li and Richter (2013) were discussed and 

extended. Furthermore the questionnaire after the experiment interestingly gives 

evidence that allocating the remaining budget has a high priority to most of the 

participants. This again has an obvious effect on the ARS2 and DRP2 values due 

to their performance for following a heuristic the whole time, but not necessarily 

meaning a worse performance in the metric optimality. Altogether most of the 

identified anomalies can be explained by the fact that the knapsack instances are 

highly correlated this time, resulting in an increased task complexity. This in turn 

affects the performance of the subjects in several aspects. 

All in all the verbal protocol analysis is proved as a good methodology for ex-

perimental behaviour research concerning portfolio decision processes and on the 

basis of it interesting results determining clear heuristics regarding intuitive deci-

sions in a context of solving knapsack problem are revealed. Some of these find-

ings require further verifications in the future research with a modified experiment 

setting. 
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